defenses against disease 11-16-01 (part 2 of 3)

• specific (adaptive) defenses following infection
  – characteristics of adaptive immunity
  – general principles of lymphocyte activation
  – role of lymphatics
  – antigen recognition by, and activation of, B and T cells
  – targeting the response to the problem
  – effector activities of antibodies and T cells

next week:
  – lymphocyte development, immune failures/defects
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B cell activation requirements
B cells see Ag in fundamentally different way from T cells

B cell antibody recognizes “native” antigen. TCR of T cells recognizes antigen only following processing and presentation.
Antigen “processing” and “presentation”
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**T cell effector activities:**
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CD4 restricts to class II MHC, CD8 restricts to class I MHC
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